THIS MUST
BE THE PLACE

Friday 25 October
19.00 – 23.00

Where is the space for creativity
in the city? This month Friday
Late is heading beyond the
museum walls to Hackney
Wick, to explore how artists and
designers are responding to the
changing cityscape around them.
Take part in a pop-up creative
studio to consider the transitory
nature of physical space and
experience performances about
dwelling and displacement. Find
out how creative communities
are innovating, growing and
claiming space in east London
and beyond.

This Friday Late is part of the
pre-opening programme for
the V&A East project – a new
museum at Stratford Waterfront,
and a collection and research
centre at Here East, opening
in 2023.
All events are free and places
are designated on a firstcome, first-served basis unless
stated otherwise. Filming and
photography will take place at
this event. Please note, if venues
reach capacity they will allow
access on a one-in, one-out basis.
#FridayLate
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A
Grow

98c Wallis Road
@growhackney
growhackney.co.uk
Please note, this venue is 18+

Celebrate the self-organised and
DIY creativity of the artists and
musicians who have collaborated
with Grow over the years. In this
co-curated programme, Grow
ask what it means to be part of
something and explore ways
to sustain a sense of belonging
in increasingly transient times.
Grow is an eco-system of studios
and a creative space, bar and
kitchen in an old sausage factory.
They work in partnership with
artists, musicians, DJs and
community groups and operate
as an experiment in ethical and
sustainable business.

Louise Loudoun
19.00 – 22.00
Louise Loudoun, the current artistin-residence at Grow’s eco-pod,
has transformed the 18x3m canal
side window. Louise Loudoun is a
painter who has been based in east
London since 2006. Her paintings
and drawings reflect urban
environments with strangers and
friends, figures and faces, found
and domestic objects.
The LAB
19.00 – 22.00
See screenings of documentary
films The Wick and Legacy:
A Feasibility Study in The LAB
Mobile Information Vehicle,
an ongoing project supporting
studies on redevelopment and
displacement in Hackney.
@petebennettsart
thelabhackneywick.wordpress.com

Sense
19.00 – 22.00

The Return of the Wild Dial
19.00 – 22.00

Collaborative audio-visual platform
Sense presents an immersive work
exploring presence and the balance
between internal and external
realities. Expect improvised sounds
and visuals by artistic collective
The Loose Association of Cinema
and Sound, an atmospheric
installation by Xuân Sinden and
a transmutative installation by
Denise Padrón Benitez and Claudio
Giambusso.

The Return of the Wild Dial is a radio
show on Hackney Wick Community
Radio. Pete Bennett and Collin Clay
Chace broadcast live from the Grow
eco-pod, featuring rapper Unique
Technique, poet Omikemi and an
exclusive new track from Hackney
band The Restarts.

@growxsense

@petebennettsart
@collinclaychace
mixcloud.com/HWCR

Mai Nguyen Tri: YELLOW
19.30 – 19.45

Fear of Fluffing
20.30 – 21.15

Mai Nguyen Tri is a FrancoVietnamese dance artist who draws
inspiration from the waters – the
back and forth between coasts and
the salt marshes, rivers, pools and
canals of the East End of London.

Fear of Fluffing have been playing
in and around Hackney Wick for a
decade, specialising in unexpected
pop-up performances and gigs.
Using rhythms and riddles, they
bring a unique visual presence to
performances and invite you to join
the ride.

@mainguyentri
And What? LDN
19.45 – 20.15
And What? LDN is a collective of
musicians, MCs, vocalists, DJs, live
electronic artists and videographers
from London. Join MCs AMP
Medley, IsaacB and Alex Mike da
Mic for a freestyle jam with the
artists from Sense.
@andwhatldn
@growxsense
andwhatldn.com

@Fear-of-Fluffing
Hotdoggrrrl and the Sesame Buns
22.00 – 23.00
A heady mix of grounded rock n’
roll, soul, folk and garage. Formed in
Hackney Wick in 2014, Hotdoggrrrl
and the Sesame Buns present dark
melodies with punching attitude.
@hotdoggrrrl

B
Studio 9294

92 Wallis Road
@studio_9294
studio9294.co.uk
Please note, this venue is 18+

South London-based collaborators,
musician Roxanne Tataei and
artist Hamed Maiye, consider
the meaning of community
and DIY culture in London. In
an ever-changing landscape,
explore how marginalised
communities create their own
ecosystems outside of formal
institutions and produce work
which influences the wider social
and cultural fabric. Experience a
series of live performance, film
and installation curated and
produced by Tataei and Maiye.
@mai_ye
@roxannetataei

BBZ
19.00 – 23.00
BBZ are a curatorial and creative
collective born, raised and based
in south east London. Prioritising
the experiences of queer womxn,
trans folk and non-binary people
of colour, BBZ is organised by seven
queer black artists and headed by
co-founders Tia Simon-Campbell
and Naeem Davis. Naeem takes to
the decks from 19.00 – 22.00, and
Shy One closes from 22.00 – 23.00.
@bbz_london

Theo White
19.00 – 23.00
An installation of a new visual
series by Theo White, a Londonbased artist, art director and stylist.
His work aims to confront and
explore the intersections of his
own identity as a black queer man,
subverting stereotypes around race
and gender. White is the editor
and publisher of TheoWhiteZine,
a publication which offers a
platform for the introspection and
celebration of black queerness and
black queer communities.

@theowhitewine

Abdou Cisse: Serious Tings
19.00 – 20.00 on the main
screen, and throughout the night
elsewhere in the space
In a new independent short film,
filmmaker Abdou Cisse explores
the face of masculinity, where the
iconic ‘screwface’ is more than just
an expression – it’s a matter of
life and death. Cisse, who grew up
in south London, gives an insight
into what it’s like growing up
when a young man’s masculinity
is challenged and defended with a
mere expression.
@abdou_cisse

Georgina Johnson: Saint:
The Empty Pose
20.00 – 21.00 on the main
screen, and throughout the night
elsewhere in the space
This experimental film
commissioned by the
Photographer’s Gallery sees
Georgina Johnson respond to
the avant-garde 1934 opera Four
Saints In Three Acts. The film
is a reckoning with Johnson’s
own ideals about the artist’s
consecration to art and the
formulation and stability of an
identity.
@saint_lovie

Jenn Nkiru: Hub-Tones
21.00 – 23.00 on the main screen,
and throughout the night
elsewhere in the space
In this visual for jazz musician
Kamasi Washington’s track HubTones, artist and filmmaker
Jenn Nkiru invokes notes of her
Nigerian heritage to tell a story of
connection and ancestry, inspired
by a traditional ceremony called
Oboni from the Ikwerre people.
@jennnkiru
Brother May (Live) Coby Sey (DJ set)
19.30 – 20.00
Songwriter, producer and MC
Brother May, is more than just a
multi-disciplinary artist, performing
with CURL associate DJ Coby Sey.
May’s debut album, Aura Type
Orange, was released earlier this
year produced with Mica Levi.
@brother_may

Ms. Carrie Stacks
20.15 – 20.35

Wu-Lu and Kwake Bass
21.30 – 22.30

South London-based artist
Ms. Carrie Stacks has graced
dancefloors, theatres and church
halls around the world with her
honest, romantic and infectious
performances. Stacks is one of
the co-founders of east London’s
notorious party PDA.

Long-time friends and musical
brothers Wu-Lu and Kwake curate
creative space The Room Studios,
through which they apply their
open and DIY attitude towards
music making.

@ms.carriestacks
Hannah Catherine Jones
(aka Foxy Moron)
20.50 – 21.20
Hear from Hannah Catherine Jones
(aka Foxy Moron), an artist, multiinstrumentalist, scholar, radio
presenter, composer, conductor
and founder of Peckham Chamber
Orchestra.
foxymoron.co.uk

@the_room_studios

C
Mick’s Garage

8 Queen’s Yard
@micksgarageldn
micksgarageldn.co.uk
Please note, this venue is 18+

Through a series of experimental
performances, explore some
of the ways that space and
community are experienced in
transient urban environments.

A.G
19.00 – 23.00
East London’s A.G is a DJ, producer
and presenter with a reputation for
throwing an excellent rave. Along
with Boiler Room performances
she has monthly radio shows on
both NTS and Rinse FM where
she showcases her own wild
and genre defying productions.
Her work takes inspiration from
US underground club music in
Baltimore and New Jersey and
Bollywood soundtracks.
@ayy_g
agthedj.com

Rowdy SS: Balance
19.30 – 20.10
How are we using space? How is
space using us? Balance is a dance,
sound and visual improvisation
by London-born and based
multidisciplinary artist Rowdy SS,
with live sound text performed
by artist Rebecca Bellantoni. It
questions the ‘things’ that do and
do not exist in spaces and how we
can use ourselves, technology and
our physicality to communicate,
connect or disconnect in and
outside of them.
@rowdy_ss
rowdy-ss.com

Contemporary Living /
Erased Bodies
20.40 – 21.00
Deeply rooted in queer techno,
Contemporary Living / Erased
Bodies by FRONTLEFT is a
performance piece which
reflects on how gentrification
disproportionately affects ethnic
minorities, queer communities and
artists. The piece is a commentary
on the disappearance of spaces
in east London and the resulting
erasure of bodies, artistic practices
and forms of intimacy.
@_frontleft_
ricardosuazo.com/frontleft

that ain’t gold
21.30 – 21.50

An Infernal Love Letter
22.20 – 22.35

Please note this performance
contains strobe lighting

Please note this performance
contains strobe lighting

that ain’t gold is a re-imagined
mash-up performance of east
London dancer and artist Claudia
Palazzo’s discourses around terror,
feminism, displacement and the
feral. Using dance, bass lines
and film, that ain’t gold explores
the tensions between desire,
violence and freedom in an urban
environment.

Lewis G. Burton is a London-based
performance artist, curator and
DJ. They run queer techno rave
come performance art platform
INFERNO and will be releasing their
new EP Pain Relief in December
2019. Experience their first track
Hermaphrodite (pronounced
Herm-aphrodite like the Greek
goddess of love) as part of this new
performance piece, dedicated to
their chosen family and community.

@claudiapalazzo
claudiapalazzo.tumblr.com

@inferno_London
@lewisgburton
lewisgburton.com

D
White Post

Schwartz Wharf,
92 White Post Lane
@whitepostlondon
whitepost-london.com
Please note, this venue is 18+

How do changes to an area
affect young people and
artists alike? Find out how the
transformation of Hackney is
impacting different communities
and develop creative responses
to shared challenges.

Roundtable: Hackney
Through Young Eyes
19.00 – 20.00
Join Jordan Isaacs, member of
Hackney Wick Youth Voice and
youth worker at The Wickers
charity, along with members of
Account youth group, to hear how
young people are impacted by
the changes in Hackney and their
relationship with the creative
community. There are many
positives to regeneration, but the
declining affordability of the area
can lead to a sense of belonging
being undermined. Who is this
change for and who is benefiting?

Common Unity
Common Unity is a creative
response to the gentrification
of Hackney Wick, founded by
artist and community organiser
Kandice Holmes. As a grassroots
art organisation, Common Unity
creates spaces to truly ‘see’ each
other, working with artists and
local communities to co-create art
and culture to build resilience.
@cuspace
commonunity.space
20.00 – 23.00
In this video installation, Colour
Your City envision a world where
colour is used consciously and
imaginatively to enrich the
built environment and improve
wellbeing.
@colourcarver

20.00 – 23.00
Peter Hudson is an artist
exploring modes of human
communication, self-expression
and participation. Experience this
interactive installation, where
each engagement becomes part of
the piece itself, creating an everexpanding network of actions and
reactions.
20.00 – 23.00
Multidisciplinary artist Susan
Supercharged presents an
installation evoking the sense
of softness and belonging felt
within the Hackney Wick artist
community.
@susan_supercharged

20.15 – 21.00
Join ReSpace Projects, Vicious
Collective, Emma Warren, author
of Make Some Space and local
architects Studio Bark to share
ideas on the innovation of public
spaces, and the evolving role of
artists within the local community.
@respaceprojects
@viciouscollective
@sweetmachinepublishing
@studiobark
21.00 – 22.00
Take part in a drop-in sound
experiment to create a collaborative
song piece with sound artist and
composer Steve Potter. Co-produce
music to form a collective response
to the issues and questions raised
throughout the evening, using
sound and lyrics to explore deep
listening, equality of expression
and shared creativity.
@estevepotter
@commonssongbook

22.00 – 23.00
Experience live performances by
psychedelic folk artist Bells and
special guests. Alongside the
performances, film maker and
designer Whitney Conti screens
her super 8 film, shot in the Wick
Woodlands as part of Common
Unity’s collaboration with Open
Session London. Music is provided
by Be Nice Club DJs, a Hackney
Wick-based social enterprise, club
night, mix label and monthly radio
show.
@be__lls
@whitneyconti
beniceclub.org

E
Stour Space

7 Roach Road
@StourSpace
stourspace.co.uk
From artists’ studios to new
museums, consider what
inclusive creative space looks
like, and explore ways to build
and safeguard it for the future.

What is the future of
creative space?
19.00 – 20.00
Join designers, architects and
artists for a discussion on the
future of creative space. What
impact is fragility of live work space
having on creative output, and
how might artists and designers
create sustainable ways to produce
and find community in times of
change?
Picknik Of Art
19.00 – 23.00
Picknick Of Art are a collective
of local and international,
emerging and established artists.
This exhibition features a series
of artwork and installations by
17 multidisciplinary artists and
creatives.
@picknikofart

Shake Up The Museum
19.00 – 23.00

Emergent Divergent (ED): EAST
19.00 – 21.30

Shake Up The Museum is a coproduction aimed at amplifying
voices often excluded from
museums and creative spaces.
What do we want a new museum
in east London to be? Join artists
and museum activists as we put
these ideas into practice and ‘shake
up’ museums for the future.

Designer and maker Natasha
Trotman presents EAST
(Emergent, Alternative, Sensorial,
Topography) – a series of interactive
multisensory works inspired by
east London. Explore and respond
to multimodal provocations by
sharing your stories, memories and
thoughts surrounding the works.

@shakes_sandra

@Trottykins

A New Museum in the Making:
collage with Cherelle Sappleton
19.00 – 22.15
Artist Cherelle Sappleton hosts an
intimate collage-making workshop,
inviting creative responses to
provocations for a new East End
museum. Through a collaborative
group collage, explore possibilities
of place and the functions that
museums serve within peoples’
lives.
@CKSappleton

Museum Manifesto
19.00 – 22.45
Join New Museum School trainees
to create a manifesto for a new
museum. Respond to interactive
prompts and share what you
want an East End museum to be.
See and hear your responses as
they are projected and fused with
spoken word from artist Stephanie
Ampofo.
@NMSCreatives
@stephanieampofo
Dial Stories East
22.15 – 22.45
Sound Artist Chris Wood presents
a new sonic museum for east
London built from field recordings,
overheard conversations and
thoughts on what a museum can
and should mean.
chriswood.art
@whirringcat

OPEN STUDIOS
19.00 – 21.00
These open studios are part of an affiliate
programme, and all spaces and studios
are being managed by the studio holders
rather than the V&A. Please note that
capacity is limited, and most spaces do
not have step-free access.

Artists and designers across
Hackney Wick are opening the
doors to their studios. Meet the
artists and see behind the scenes
of a working studio.

Grow
98c Wallis Road
•	Felicity Jones
•	Studio U
•	Manson’s Press
•	Conscious Forms
•	Rosemary Clunie
•	Jordanna Greaves
•	Victoria Yum
•	Kompassion Kumbucha
Main Yard Studios
92–94 Wallis Road
•	Felipe Enger, Studio D06
•	Alessandro Petrolati, Studio D07
DollyOlli Studios
The Pink Building,
Unit F1 55 Wallis Road
•	Marie Brenneis and
Oliver F Adam

Mother X
Pearl & Coutts Studios, 9 Queens
Yard, White Post Lane
•	Emma Aitchison Jewellery and
Promises Jewellery, Studio 4
•	Rebecca Feiner, Unit 9
•	Graham D. Elder and Tony
Boncordo, Studio D1
•	Annette Zera, Studio 2
•	Mackenzie Scott Clowes,
Studio 4D
•	Cain O’Neill, Soren Mayes,
Studio D3
•	Erola Arcalis, Steff Jamieson and
Ramona Guntert, Studio 11
•	Odette Farrell and
Jonathan Roson, Studio 3

White Post
92 White Post Lane
•	FATE: Fashion and
Textiles Education
Stour Space
7 Roach Road
•	Lily McCallin, Studio 8
•	Emma Charlton, Studio 9
•	Rachel Johnson, Studio 11
•	Emma Ware, Studio 11
•	Marina Travaglini, Studio 17
London Centre for Book Arts
Britannia Works, 56 Dace Road

AFTER 23.00
Please note these late-night listings are
part of an affiliate programme, and the
events below are managed by the relevant
venues rather than the V&A

S,C&P presents: Manfredas &
Khidja (All Night Long)
Mick’s Garage
23.00 – 04.00
£10
One of London’s most acclaimed
parties bring their usual
combination of slow-moving and
ethereal electronic music. DJs
Manfredas and Khidja playing back
to back all night long.
Afterparty
Grow
23.00 – 03.00
Free
Hackney Wick-based DJs play from
their extensive Brazilian and South
American record collections.

INFERNO
The Yard
23.00 – 06.00
£12
The Yard hosts INFERNO,
a collaborative club night that
marries the camp with the
underground, pop with techno and
the good with the bad, creating an
exciting new clubbing environment
that London is lacking.
Number 90 presents
Fernando Pulichino
Number 90
20.00 – 01.00
Number 90 welcomes Fernando
Pulichino for a special extended set
full of disco edits, boogie, nu disco
and house.
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COVER ARTWORK
Chairman Kato
@chairmankato
chairmankato.co.uk

KEEP IN TOUCH
vam.ac.uk/fridaylate
Visit vam.ac.uk/signup and
subscribe to our e-newsletters
featuring exhibitions, events
and special offers.
victoriaandalbertmuseum
V_and_A
vamuseum
View photos of Friday Late on
flickr.com/photos/fridaylate
This programme is also available online.
Help us to reduce our paper consumption
by downloading the full programme at
vam.ac.uk/fridaylate.
Supported by Foundation for
FutureLondon and City of London

